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In this book, we reduce the signal-to-noise ratio on North Korea.
We offer two systematic and scholarly assessments of the threat
posed by North Korea, and the extent to which North Korean in-
tentions are reform-oriented. We try to demonstrate that the
dearth of evidence regarding this mysterious country does not re-
quire the debate on policy to take place only at a hyperbolic level.
On the contrary, we show that one can have a serious and balanced
discussion about what might be motivating Pyongyang’s behavior,
and what sort of dangers (or lack thereof) are inherent in this be-
havior. Neither of us are ideologues;. neither of us are politicos.
But we clearly have our orientations. David Kang is less skeptical
and more open-minded about the prospects for North Korea. He
believes engagement is the best policy for dealing with the mis-
understood regime. Victor Cha is more skeptical, particularly in
the aftermath of the 2002–2003 North Korean nuclear revela-
tions, but he too would advocate a “hawkish” form of engagement
if North Korea came back into nonproliferation compliance.

BROAD CONTOURS OF THE POLICY

Our job is not to delineate all elements of such a policy. Rather, as
scholars, our purpose is to debate and develop the commanding
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rationale for the policy. This is something that the policymaking
world often cannot afford the time to do. Often, the current set of
policymakers reacts to a policy from a previous administration. Or
they try to extrapolate a more general foreign policy orientation
without assessing the problem on its own merits. Moreover, it is
only the pressures of a crisis that evokes either of these two less-
than-thoughtful reactions from high-level White House princi-
pals after protracted periods of inattention. In this book, we tried
to question the assumptions, arguments, and counterarguments
that inform the conventional wisdoms and rambunctious debates
on North Korea. We claimed no more information on North Ko-
rea than others. We did, however, attempt to make the best use of
what evidence exists by embedding it in conceptual and social sci-
entific arguments and models. Once the commanding rationale
for the policy choice becomes clear, it becomes the job of policy-
makers to assemble the elements of that policy.

Having said this, we can certainly enumerate what the broad
contours of such an engagement strategy might entail. First, and
critical to any engagement policy, is the maintenance of robust de-
fense and deterrence capabilities on the peninsula against the
threat of a second DPRK invasion or other forms of military ad-
venturism. Such capabilities would require maintaining even as the
U.S.-ROK alliance undergoes imminent change. The United
States contemplates a change in the nature of its military presence
on the peninsula, moving from a heavy, ground troops-based trip-
wire presence to one focused on more recessed forces and a larger
air and naval component. If North Korea views this readjustment
of forces within the alliance as a diminishing of the U.S. commit-
ment rather than as a natural maturation of the alliance given do-
mestic politics in South Korea and changing military technology,
then not only deterrence, but also engagement would be undercut.
Engagement only works when it is undergirded by such capabili-
ties and communicates to the target state that engagement is a
choice of the strong and not an expediency of the weak.

Second, a precondition for an effective engagement policy,
whether one has dovish or hawkish orientations, is trilateral con-
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sultation and coordination among Seoul, Tokyo, and Washing-
ton. Such coordination is necessary not only to prevent North
Korean attempts at wedge-driving, but also because any useful
package of incentives that might elicit real and substantive con-
cessions from the North requires the complementary carrots that
can be offered by the three allies. The U.S. role would relate
largely to security assurances and political normalization, while
for Japan and South Korea the incentives would include more di-
rect contributions to North Korea’s food, energy, and infrastruc-
ture reform. A significant gap between the United States and
South Korea, in particular, would not inhibit either party from
pursuing engagement (or containment for that matter), but this
would be at the expense of an effective policy that elicited real
concessions from the North and, potentially, at the expense of the
alliance. On the other hand, if all three allies are on the same
page, then there is a convincing coalition for others in the region
to follow.

Third, in more specific terms, we would encourage the Roh
Moo-hyun government to continue with the basic tenets of the
sunshine policy focused on family reunions, infrastructure
restoration, and trade and investment, but ideally with greater
conditionality and less outright side payments as was witnessed
during Kim Dae-jung’s administration. The South Korean pub-
lic would only accept an economically rational engagement poli-
cy. In addition, we agree that the baseline of any comprehensive
United States engagement strategy would include the lifting of
economic sanctions against the North, a negative security assur-
ance against unprovoked attack (i.e., some form of reaffirmation
of the October 2001 U.S.-DPRK affirmation of no hostile in-
tent), and a commitment not to seek the unilateral revision or ab-
rogation of previous agreements. Again, our support derives from
different rationales. Kang supports the first measure because they
would further encourage the North down a path of reform they
have already chosen. He supports the second one because doing
otherwise would make the United States the provocateur absent
any evidence of any DPRK misbehavior. Provided North Korea
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comes back into compliance with the NPT regime, Cha supports
these engagement measures because they give the North a stake
in the status quo, and provide carrots that could be employed as
sticks later.

Fourth, we would agree that all three countries should contin-
ue to provide food aid to North Korea through the World Food
Program, and insist on comprehensive monitoring and access to
all regions. Despite the best efforts of all parties concerned not to
leverage food as a political weapon, the 2003 nuclear crisis has re-
sulted in reductions in contributions for North Korea. Japanese
aid, in particular, went from $104 million in food aid in 2001 to
no contributions in 2002. Although President Bush maintained
that humanitarian aid to the North would continue in spite of its
nuclear brinkmanship, U.S. donations also decreased from $185
million in 2000 to $63 million in 2002.1 Food aid, ideally, should
be separated from politics. Although many accuse Washington
and Tokyo of using food aid as a weapon to coerce North Korea,
we believe that Pyongyang’s actions are equally responsible.
North Korea’s leveraging meetings with the South based on the
provision of additional food, the distribution of food to the mili-
tary rather than to children, and the transfer of internationally
provided food stocks to third countries in exchange for military
equipment are all examples of food aid for political purposes that
cannot be blamed on the United States or Japan.

Fifth, we would agree that China should be consulted in the
process of engagement and encouraged to offer their good offices
to promote dialogue. Beijing played a quiet but critical role in
inter-Korean dialogue leading up to the June 2000 summit. Chi-
na has also been a seemingly important source of quiet influence
on Kim Jong-il and his decision to tentatively reform the econo-
my of North Korea. From the trip that Kim Jong-il took to
Shanghai in 2002, to the decision in October 2002 to create a spe-
cial economic zone in Sinuiju across the river from China, the
Chinese provide a potentially important source of ballast to
North Korea’s journey of reform. Their inclusion creates oppor-
tunities that might not otherwise exist.
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The flip side of China’s critical role in a process of engagement
with North Korea is the leverage they can bring to bear on the
North if things go horribly wrong. Beijing foreign ministry offi-
cials’ claims of the little influence they have in Pyongyang appear
to fly in the face of the substantial amounts of unreported aid they
provide. This is estimated in the range of 70 to 90 percent of the
North’s annual energy needs; one-third of its total outside assis-
tance (thus making China’s contribution nearly half a billion
dollars annually); and one-quarter of its total trade. These are not
insignificant numbers and are testament to the capabilities Beijing
can bring to bear on the North if the political will is there. There
is no denying that the Chinese have traditional equities in not put-
ting too much pressure on the isolated regime, most prominent of
which is the desire to avoid a collapse of the regime and the flood
of refugees across the border. But as noted in the previous chap-
ter, Beijing’s equities on the peninsula are shifting. Its throwing of
food, fuel, and money down a rathole in North Korea with no
prospect of reform contrasts with the burgeoning trade and in-
vestment that takes place with South Korea. A North Korea that
continues with its bad behavior, moreover, can have countless
negative externalities for China. A nuclear North Korea, for ex-
ample, could lead to a higher level of armaments and nuclear pro-
liferation in the region (including Japan and Taiwan) that would
not sit well with Chinese interests. The best argument, however,
for China to play a more active role in diplomacy with North Ko-
rea, is not to improve relations with the United States, but to ful-
fill Beijing’s own aspirations to be a great power in the region.
Through the North Korea problem, Beijing can take regional sta-
bility interests to heart and undertake a responsibility to provide a
public good for the region. The relevant point here is not that
China should yank all aid to North Korea, but that it must be will-
ing to include the possibility as part of diplomacy with North Ko-
rea. This is the only way to make engagement more credible.

Sixth, engagement must make clear that retaliation against any
bad behavior will be swift and decisive. The recently inaugurat-
ed ROK president Roh Moo-hyun declares that a nuclear North
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Korea can never be condoned by Seoul. At the same time, Roh
argues that the use of force is not an option in dealing with the
North. Americans ask how one can rule out the use of force and
hope to advance any policy with the nuclear ambitious regime
beyond a toothless appeasement policy? The South Korean re-
sponse is that coercive measures (i.e., surgical attack or sanctions)
must be ruled out because they could precipitate a collapse of the
North, the costs of which could be too crippling to the South.

This view, however, is based on the belief that the costs of uni-
fication are prohibitive for the South. More important, it implic-
itly assumes that there are relatively lower costs associated with
North Korea going nuclear. Both are highly questionable propo-
sitions. Let’s look at the first part of the equation. It has become
a truism that the costs of unification are astronomical. South Ko-
reans understand well that German unification was expensive, and
all the macro socioeconomic indicators are that Korean unifica-
tion would be more so. The population gaps between the Koreas
are smaller, and the economic gaps are wider, engendering much
higher absorption costs.

Beyond this superficial understanding, however, current re-
search shows that the costs of unification may not be as high as the
conventional wisdom argues. Marcus Noland at the Institute for
International Economics in Washington DC shows, for example,
that unification, while putting a drag on the economy, would not
collapse the ROK economy, but would only slow absolute growth
rates and increase the overall output of the peninsula relative to a
no-collapse outcome. The right combination of fiscal and labor
policy that took advantage of a younger North Korean work force
(e.g., younger than that of East Germany); capitalized on efficien-
cies of DPRK marketization; and properly channeled labor and
capital could turn the economic challenges of unification into op-
portunities for growth and profit.2

Perhaps more important, to fixate on avoiding the potential costs
of unification, as the South Korean government and public do, im-
plicitly assumes that the alternative outcome—a nuclear North Ko-
rea—is acceptable. Nothing could be further from the truth. A
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North Korea with nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities would
have untold costs both direct and indirect. These include capital
flight, and a faltering stock market, not to mention the price of
rolling back an extant North Korean nuclear weapons program and
the costs associated with an arms race and nuclear proliferation rip-
ple effect in a tension-filled region created by North Korea.

Skeptics might counter that such costs are negligible, if not im-
possible to calculate with accuracy. The recent record shows oth-
erwise. In February 2003, Moodys downgraded South Korea’s
sovereign credit rating and country outlook for the first time af-
ter successive years of positive assessments since the financial cri-
sis some five years ago. The following week, Standard and Poor’s
(S&P did not increase Korea’s foreign currency and local corpora-
tion credit rating, and cut back expected growth outlook from 5.7
percent to 5 percent. What makes this fairly innocuous judgment
significant is that S&P had upgraded Korea’s credit rating the
year before (to A-) and its general country outlook to stable, lead-
ing many experts to bank on further upgrades given improve-
ments in South Korean credit fundamentals in the public and pri-
vate sectors, and progress in corporate restructuring.

The primary reason for these sober assessments? S&P Director
Takahira Ogawa could not have been more direct, stating “There
is a risk from the North, which constrains the sovereign rating of
South Korea.”3 Those who think that an eternally optimistic South
Korean government, committed to the peaceful status quo and en-
gagement with North Korea will be able to muddle through are
sorely mistaken. All it took was one short-range missile test by Py-
ongyang into the Sea of Japan for the KOSPI (Korean Composite
Stock Market Price Index) to tumble almost 4 percent (24 points)
in one day despite a litany of parallel confidence-inducing events
including Roh Moo-hyun’s inauguration, the U.S. announcement
of the resumption of food aid to the North, and Secretary Powell’s
statements in Seoul that the U.S. would eventually seek to dialogue
with North Korea.4

The anticipated costs of unification are lower than we think.
And the costs of a nuclear North Korea are much higher than we
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think. The argument here is not to advocate the use of force, but
that the Roh government may want to rethink the basic cost cal-
culation that causes them to take it off the table completely as an
option. Such a policy undercuts the credibility of engagement and
makes it indistinguishable from appeasement. Keeping a military
option on the table (e.g., the threat of sanctions, ship interdiction,
or different military force postures on the peninsula), however,
does not mean fixating only on the explicit threat of preemptive
attack against North Korea. This does not enhance the engage-
ment process.

Some might desire more specifics with regard to policy than we
have provided. But such proposals are delimited by the areas on
which we disagree. For example, in retaining robust defense and
deterrence capabilities as the backbone of engagement, Cha
might include a reorientation and expansion of conventional de-
fense capabilities focusing on deeper strike capabilities and smart
weapons targeted at Pyongyang (rather than on a holding action
at the DMZ), which Kang would see as unnecessarily provocative.
Other areas on which we differ include time limits on engage-
ment, the degree of reciprocity expected, missile defense, and
providing safe haven to North Korean refugees. Alternatively,
Kang would press much more directly for opening and expanding
economic relations with the North, whether U.S., Japanese, or
South Korean.

KOREA POLICY FOR THE LONG-TERM

The analysis and debates contained in this book constitute an im-
plicit plea for deeper and longer-term thinking on how the U.S.
forms its policies on the Korean peninsula. Few would disagree
that historically, American policy decisions on Korea have been
ad hoc, reactive, and short-term. Included in this group are U.S.
decisions no less important than the ceding of the peninsula to
Japan’s sphere of influence in the Taft-Katsura agreement; the
occupation of the southern half of the peninsula in 1945; the de-
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cision to divide the peninsula at the 38th parallel; and the entrance
into the Korean War.

The need for a thoughtful and long-term U.S. policy in the re-
gion runs deeper than just the Korean peninsula. Korea is geo-
graphically situated at the crossroads of Northeast Asia, and the
interests of four major powers intersect on the peninsula. China,
Japan, Russia, and the United States all have a stake in the situa-
tion on the peninsula, and each of these countries is affected by
what happens there. The logic of Korea’s importance to U.S. in-
terests in indisputable. As Nicholas Eberstadt argued, Korea is to
Northeast Asia what Belgium was to Europe, the cockpit from
which regional dynamics will flow.5 And Northeast Asia, will re-
main an important part of the U.S. policy agenda well into the fu-
ture, for both economic and strategic reasons.

The broader question in this vein is whether it is conceivable
for the United States to think in the longer-term about its posi-
tion on the peninsula beyond the problem of North Korea. We
believe that such a discussion should not be limited to how and
whether the U.S.–South Korea alliance should be continued, in-
stead it is intimately tied with what the future of Northeast Asia
will look like with Korean unification. It is at this macro level that
a discussion about long-term U.S. policy on the peninsula must
take place. And at this level, frankly, things do not look good.
American strategists must squarely accept the fact that Korean
unification may set off geostrategic currents in the region that do
not favor American interests. We offer a perspective that may have
seemed unlikely even a year ago, building on larger geopolitical
changes occurring in the region and South Korea’s domestic po-
litical situation. Both scenarios reveal that the United States needs
to pay more attention to this corner of the globe.

What is often lost on the West is the observation that the post
World War II and cold war formation of geopolitics in East Asia
is aberrant in the larger historical context. Asian international
relations historically emphasized formal hierarchy among na-
tions while allowing considerable informal equality. With China
as the dominant state and surrounding countries as peripheral or
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secondary states, as long as hierarchy was observed there was lit-
tle need for interstate war. This contrasts sharply with the West-
phalian tradition of international relations that consisted of for-
mal equality between nation-states, informal hierarchy, and
almost constant interstate conflict.6 Thus when China was
strong and stable, order was preserved. Chinese weakness, on the
other hand, led to chaos in Asia.

With the intrusion of the western powers in the late-nineteenth
century, the old Asian order was demolished as both western and
Asian powers scrambled to establish influence, leading to the
Sino-Japanese war (1894–1895) and the Russo-Japanese war
(1904–1905). This led to a century of tumult until the late 1990s, with
the reemergence of a strong and confident China, the increasing
stabilization of Vietnam, and soon, perhaps, a unified Korea.
Many international relations and security experts at this time pre-
dicted that modern, post–cold war Asia will be potentially unsta-
ble.7 If the system is reverting to its historical pattern, however,
the result may be increased stability. China in 2003 is reemerging
as the natural gravitational center of Asia. From a historical per-
spective, a rich and strong China would potentially stabilize the
Asian region once again.8

While the most optimistic estimates about China’s economic po-
tential are probably unrealistic, it is also increasingly clear that Chi-
na is emerging as the economic center of Asia. Japan, Hong Kong,
and South Korea are three of the five largest trading partners with
China. In 2002, China surpassed the United States as the largest re-
cipient of foreign direct investment in the world. As China contin-
ues its economic growth and military modernization, the key ques-
tion will be whether China will resume its place at the top of the
Asian regional hierarchy.9 From a western perspective, the answer
to this question may seem obvious: Asian nations will balance
against a rising China. But in a historical context this is a highly un-
certain proposition. Korea was forced to adjust to China even while
it attempted to retain autonomy, and this will most likely be the
case in the future as well. Koreans are known for their stubborn na-
tionalism, gritty pride, and proud history as a country independent
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from China, but Korea must also deal with a China that looms large
over it. From this perspective, it would be more surprising if Korea
attempted to balance China by relying on a U.S. commitment than
it would be if they found a means of accommodating China. South
Korea rushed to normalize relations with China (and Russia) in the
early post–cold war. And even after China normalized ties with
South Korea in 1992, North Korea and China have managed to
have a close relationship. South Korea has shown considerable def-
erence to China, especially in its reluctance to fully support U.S.
plans for theater missile defense.10 In economic terms, China’s
share of trade with Korea and the region is outpacing that of the
United States. Finally, South Korean military planning—even the
distant planning for post-unification defense—has been focused on
water-borne threats, not the potential threat of a Chinese land in-
vasion.11 South Korea has not begun to envision China as a poten-
tial threat or competitor to national security.

History also teaches us that the domestic politics of Korea as it
existed during the cold war again may be more an aberration than
the rule. The cold war created a right-of-center, obedient, and au-
thoritarian South Korean society that acted as a dutiful ally of the
United States. American heavy-handedness was tolerated, and
management of the alliance accorded to American rules and pref-
erences given the asymmetrical dependence of the two partners.
Coinciding with the election of South Korean president Roh
Moo-hyun, however, there has been a groundswell of nativist
pride in South Korea. The causes for this are many. They are
linked to a reduced threat perception of North Korea precipitat-
ed by the images of the June 2000 inter-Korean summit (despite
no substantial reduction of forces on the North Korean side since
the summit). Democracy, development, and generational change
have given rise to a younger, affluent, and educated generation in
their 20s and 30s who see the United States not as a savior in the
Korean war, but as an overbearing ally with a burdensome mili-
tary footprint in the center of the capital city and a past support-
er of military-authoritarian regimes in Korea. The reduced ad-
versarial attitudes toward North Korea among this youth coincide
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with the search for a modern, 21st-century Korean identity be-
yond the anti-communism identity of their parents. And in this
sense, South Korea’s hosting of, and the national team’s success
in, the 2002 World Cup soccer tournament had a cathartic effect
on Korean identity and nationalism.

This confluence of forces resulted in a seemingly anomalous
phenomenon emerging in 2003—at a time when the North Ko-
rean threat appears to grow, South Koreans were protesting
against the alliance’s inequities, questioning whether North Ko-
rean nuclear brinkmanship is the fault of U.S. overzealous policies,
burning American flags, and accosting U.S. servicemen on the
streets of Seoul. This, in turn, has led to an emotional reaction
from U.S. policymakers, who are insulted at how ungrateful the
South Koreans are, and calling for the pullout of U.S. troops. The
result is a train wreck in slow motion. Americans grow incensed
and saddened at the disrespectful acts committed by South Kore-
ans during their anti-American demonstrations. South Koreans
discount the flag burnings as acts by the radical few, and complain
that Americans are missing the broader message of these demon-
strations: they are about peace and the expressions of a new gen-
eration, rather than that of anti-Americanism. Neither hears the
other. Left unchecked, these passions could spin out of control,
destroying the alliance. Given these two basic observations, one
could easily imagine trends in Asia where for reasons of geogra-
phy, history, culture, power, economics, and demography:

States military off the peninsula;

with China;

combination of resurgent Korean nationalism and new military
capabilities incite security dilemmas with its historical enemy;

but at the same time is uncomfortable as the last remaining
U.S. outpost in the region.
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A variety of other nonlinear dynamics might flow from Korean
unification, but given current and past geostrategic trends this is
a best estimate of how events might play out.12 What is striking
about this picture is how heavily it weighs against U.S. interests.
If the United States has the will to remain an Asia-Pacific power
after Korean unification, then it has no interest in being pushed
out. This picture is not in the region’s interests, moreover, be-
cause of its secondary and tertiary consequences. For example, a
older, weaker and isolated Japan that does not want the label as
the last American military colony in Asia might finally choose
greater self-reliance in security. This would set off balancing re-
actions in China and Korea such that the net assessment for the
region’s security could be substantially worse with higher levels
of tension, a higher level of armaments, and almost certain nu-
clear proliferation.

For American grand strategy, if this is the “natural” geostrate-
gic current in Asia after Korean unification, then the imperative
for American, Japanese, and Korean grand strategy in Asia is to
shape a direction away from this trend. In short, what “stones”
can be laid in the “stream” today to divert the future geostrategic
current in a more positive direction? We believe that the most
important way this longer-term imperative informs current U.S.
policy to Korea is to promote stronger relations between its two
main Asian allies Japan and South Korea, and to consolidate the
trilateral U.S.-Japan-ROK relationship. There are four elements
to such an American strategy.

An important element of this strategy is, first, to continue to en-
courage greater security cooperation between Japan and South
Korea. In the most immediate and pragmatic terms, the DPRK
contingency continues to provide a vehicle for building
Japan–South Korea security cooperation. Throughout the 1990s,
the threat of North Korean implosion or aggression drove the un-
precedented security cooperation involving defense-minister-level
bilateral talks, search and rescue exercises, port calls, noncombat-
ant evacuation operations, and academic military exchanges de-
spite the deep historical mistrust between Seoul and Tokyo. It was
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only within one generation’s lifetime that the notion of Korean se-
curity cooperation with the Japanese military provoked such gut-
wrenching reactions that any bilateral exchanges—even during the
security-scarce conditions of the cold war era—were ceremonial,
occasional, and unpublicized. These formerly taboo activities have
now built confidence and created an entirely new dimension to
Seoul-Tokyo relations beyond the political and economic rela-
tionship. Due to the high volume of interaction in the 1990s, se-
curity cooperation has moved beyond merely pragmatic and tran-
sitory exchanges and joint exercises to a more deeply rooted and
pre-planned security relationship.

A second critical ingredient in the medium-term strategy for
consolidation is to infuse the U.S.-Japan and U.S.-ROK alliances
with a meaning and identity beyond the cold war. History shows
that the most resilient alliances are those that share a common
ideational grounding that runs deeper than the initial adversarial
threats that brought the alliance into existence. Alliances in pre-
20th-century Europe, for example, were almost without exception
short-lived because their existence was a function of mutually
convenient, utilitarian, and transient needs rather than being a re-
lationship grounded in a deeper, more permanent affirmation of
common values, ways of life, or international institutions. In the
20th century, precisely because NATO’s identity evolved to stand
for something more than merely a collective defense organization
against the Soviet threat, the alliance was able to thrive once the
initial raison d’être disappeared. In Asia, the Anglo-Japanese al-
liance that terminated at the beginning of the 20th century never
possessed a rationale that went beyond the exigencies of balance
of power politics. By contrast, the American-Australian relation-
ship, embedded in a common language, new-world tradition, and
history of fighting together in wars boasts a timeless quality that
has extended the alliance well beyond the end of the cold war.

For the U.S.-Japan-Korea relationship, this means deliberate
efforts at maturing the alliance beyond its narrow anti-DPRK ra-
tionale to encompass a broader definition. Currently, this process
has gotten to “maintaining regional stability” as the alliance’s fu-
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ture purpose, but there is room for further deepening. Beyond re-
gional stability, there are a host of extra-regional issues that de-
fine the relationship. For example, the trilateral relationship rep-
resents the success of liberal-democratic values, the common
belief in open markets, rule of law, civilian control of the military,
the right to free association and speech in a region of the world
that has not yet readily accepted these as universal. In addition,
the allies share a host of concerns broader than the region: prolif-
eration, human rights violations, constitutional injustices, terror-
ism, and failed nations. And together, the three allies help form
the backbone of the global and regional regimes that deal with
these problems. The ideal vision is U.S.-Korea and U.S.-Japan al-
liances that stand for something rather than simply against a
threat—that is, alliances that are extra-regional and timeless
rather than parochial and timely. This common ideational
grounding not only gives the relationships a permanency, but also
becomes the glue that prevents these alignments from being
washed away by the region’s geostrategic currents.

Third, this American strategy for Korea should have a “strad-
dle” component. The United States should seek consolidation of
the trilateral U.S.-Japan-ROK axis as a way to reaffirm the U.S.
presence in the region, but should do so without an uncondition-
al security guarantee to its allies. This is a lesson of history. The
United States has always been the strongest advocate of better
Japan-Korea relations (no country has been more keen on this,
not even the Koreans and Japanese), but the likelihood of Seoul
and Tokyo responding positively to these American burden-
sharing entreaties has been highest (counterintuitively) when
Washington has been perceived as less interested in underwriting
the region’s security. During the cold war, for example, Seoul and
Tokyo set aside historical problems and took their first baby steps
toward defining their bilateral security relationship as the United
States declared its uninterest in carrying the primary burden of
defense in the region.13

The American position in Asia should therefore be recessed
enough in this new arrangement to impart responsibilities on the
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allies to consolidate their relationship, but not so recessed that
Japan and South Korea choose “self-help” solutions outside the al-
liance framework (e.g. rearmament, balancing with other powers
in the region). On the Korean peninsula, this reduced commit-
ment would mean, in notional terms, a revised force structure
meeting three basic criteria. First, the new force would be down-
sized but still remain lethal and deployable, offering with American
forces in Japan the full range of mobility, strike, and maneuver.
Second, it would take the character of an over-the-horizon pres-
ence, without the traditional tripwire forces and large facilities in
the center of Seoul, but this force structure would still need to be
a credible sign of the American traditional defense commitment to
Korea. Third, the force structure, while being large enough to
convey a credible commitment, must also not be seen as obtrusive
in terms of its military footprint in the eyes of the host nation. No-
tionally on the ground, elements of this strategy on the peninsula
would include a greatly reduced American ground troop presence,
the likely removal of the Yongsan base complex in central Seoul,
upsized basing at Osan airbase, a larger naval presence (perhaps
with the addition of a port in the southern part of the peninsula),
and maintenance of the nuclear umbrella.

The fourth and final element of such a strategy would be to ad-
vocate consolidation of the U.S.-Japan-ROK trilateral axis with
nonprovocative forms of cooperation. This element is directed at
China. Efforts at trilateral cooperation should be low-profile and
transparent to Beijing to the extent possible. Promotion of Seoul-
Tokyo bilateral security cooperation for example should not focus
on military assets but transport platforms (for pre-planned disas-
ter relief, or joint use of transport craft for out-of-area PKO).
This type of cooperation was already being realized in 2002 in
Japanese and South Korean participation in PKO missions in East
Timor. The ideational and straddle elements of the strategy list-
ed above already have a nonprovocative element to them. Re-
garding the former, transforming the “language” of the alliances
from their cold war identity to, for example, permanent unions
among U.S.-Asian market-democracies addresses Beijing’s inces-
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sant complaints about the anachronistic nature of the U.S. al-
liances in Asia. The straddle element is also nonprovocative in the
sense that this trilateral consolidation takes place absent the tra-
ditionally dominant ground troop presence, which the Chinese
have always found disconcerting. More anathema to the Chinese
than the continuation of the U.S.-ROK alliance after unification
is the existence or upgrading of a U.S. ground troop presence on
a unified Korea. Two full brigades, prepositioned equipment in
Korea and Guam; an infantry division in Hawaii all set up to flow
forces back onto the peninsular at a moment’s notice would be
seen as directed against China. However, a shift to more air and
navy presence directed toward regional stability, less pre-
positioning, and a smaller army presence (10,000) south of the
38th parallel (and south of Seoul) would send a different signal to
China. Beijing may not like this new configuration, but it’s better
than the alternative.14

WHY IDENTITY MATTERS

A pragmatic and material rationale therefore exists for U.S.-
Japan-Korea alliance resiliency. As Ashton Carter and William
Perry have argued, this is a “preventive defense” rationale where
strategy is aimed at “dangers [that] are not yet threats to be de-
feated or deterred; they are dangers that can be prevented.”15 Sur-
veying the elements of this strategy, the most distinctive and dif-
ficult task is creating a new “identity” for the alliances beyond the
cold war. In other words, investigating the extent to which one
can remake the image of the Japan and Korea alliances to stand
for something more than merely deterrence against the DPRK
threat. There are three reasons why this is important (and when
history and political science are actually helpful to practitioners!).

First, although threats give rise to alliances, history has shown
that every alliance, once formed, has an identity. In most alliances,
this is a “realist” one where there is little in common between the
parties except the issue at-hand; hence, once this issue is resolved,
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the alliance breaks up. What matters in terms of resiliency, there-
fore, is what forms and identities evolve within the alliance after
inception. The U.S.-ROK and U.S.-Japan alliances, for example,
both started in the early 1950s as quintessential utilitarian, threat-
based security pacts. Very little was known about either country
when U.S. occupation forces received the Japanese surrender at
the end of World War II. The alliance convened with Japan was
wholly a function of the emerging cold war in Asia and had little
to do with any intrinsic appreciation of the relationship. And the
U.S.-ROK alliance was arguably a “bribe” to get then South Ko-
rean president Syngman Rhee to stop sabotaging the armistice
talks and sign the 1953 agreement. However, the nature of both
relationships evolved considerably from these humble origins. No
one would have imagined the three countries interacting as
OECD partners in a dense multidimensional relationship that
spans security, economics, politics, culture, technology, and soci-
ety. Indeed, across the spectrum of indicators that define a suc-
cessful alliance,16 these two alliances arguably have been among
America’s most successful—rivaling even NATO. In sum, identi-
ty helps differentiate the short-term, narrow, threat-based al-
liance from the more deeply rooted and permanent union. It gives
rise to a longevity and acceptability of the alliance that goes be-
yond the initial pressures that created it, and at the extreme it can
create a consensus for permanency such that abrogation is not
even considered.

Second, identity matters because it reflects on American evalu-
ations of the reliability, durability, and indispensability of its rela-
tionships. During the cold war, the focus of the United States nar-
rowed to the strategic utility of each alliance at the expense of all
other factors. It was “us” against “them” and if allies were “differ-
ent” in their values and domestic institutions, this hardly mattered
given the bigger fight. The end of this overarching security im-
perative now draws greater attention to the qualitative differences
among these alliances. These differences are both puzzling and
important. They are puzzling because they do not correlate with
the strategic rationales of each alliance. In other words, alliances
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that serve critical U.S. security interests are not necessarily the
most deeply rooted, and ones that are grounded in a history of
friendship and mutual trust are not strategically the most valu-
able. For example, the U.S.–Saudi Arabia alliance protects a key
strategic asset and by most military criteria meets the definition of
well-functioning alliance; however, one would hardly consider the
language used to describe this alliance as “warm and fuzzy.” Sim-
ilarly, few would contemplate any future to the U.S.-Pakistan
coalition against terrorism that outlived the end of the Al Qaeda
threat. Conversely, the positive light in which discussions of the
U.S.-Australia alliance are cast seems disproportionate to its
strategic utility. There is more at work here than power and
strategic purpose.

Third, identity matters because it helps explain why we make
choices with regard to the fate of certain alliances and why we do
not consider other alternatives. For example, in pure power politics
terms, security competition in Asia could be resolved through a
U.S.–China condominium; however, in practice, it is difficult to
imagine that the United States would abandon the time-honored
alliance with Japan in favor of an alliance with China. On the oth-
er hand, strategists have little trouble imagining or discussing the
prospects of a future “ABCA” alliance of America, Britain, Canada,
and Australia. With certain alliances, faith in the ally’s commitment
does not extend beyond a very specific contingency; moreover, lit-
tle thought would be given to finding alternative partners if current
relationships came apart. However, in other cases, certain allies are
considered dependable and irreplaceable (e.g., U.S.-UK). And in
some instances, alliances have come apart amiably (e.g. U.S.–New
Zealand), but in others they have not (Anglo-Japan). While many
would look for the immediate material factors to explain these cas-
es (e.g., no power competition in the New Zealand case but com-
petition in the UK–Japan case), qualitative differences among al-
liances are relevant to all these issues. In particular, they help to
explain the absence of things—why certain choices regarding al-
liances are not made; why certain alternatives are not even consid-
ered; and why certain outcomes do not happen.
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THE VISION

So what then is the vision of alliance identity for the U.S.–Japan-
Korea relationship? It is one in which the meaning and rationale
for the alliances evolve beyond the anti-DPRK basis:

As alluded to above, the discussion on alliance resiliency has not
moved beyond stage 2 where the post-DPRK rationale is equated
with regional stability. But much more can be done. Beyond the
general notion of stability, the U.S.-Korea and U.S.-Japan al-
liances could stand for a host of other values and institutions that
resonate globally. Most prominent of these is their representation
as three shining models of the success of liberal democratic values
and open market economics (in an Asia that still remains some-
what skeptical of these values). When the dominant “identity” of
the alliance assumes these traits and other common extraregional
concerns—e.g., when the image of these alliances is not anti-
DPRK, but as supporters of global nonproliferation, universal hu-
man rights, peacekeeping, and anti-terrorism—then the alliances
will have made a major step toward resiliency (stage 3). As insti-
tutions, they will stand for something rather than simply against
something. Looking even further into the future, the alliances,
once they take on this extraregional quality, could evolve into
permanent unions (stage 4). At this stage, the alliances take on a
normative attachment and become a good in themselves. All par-
ties see support of alliance resiliency as unquestioned and cannot
imagine life without these relationships.

One could argue that verbal assertions that the alliances have
moved on to stages 3 and 4 are not enough. In other words, to
say an alliance has deeper meaning and an identity is one thing.
For this actually to be the case is a totally different thing. This
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begs the question of how one would distinguish whether the dis-
course on U.S.-Japan-Korea alliance resiliency reflects reality, or
is simply “talk.”

There are at least four ways of testing or measuring whether the
alliance has taken on this quality of resilience or permanence be-
yond the threat. First, allies have grown so confident of their mu-
tual convergence of interests and nonadversarial nature that they
no longer experience security dilemmas. In almost any alliance, a
relative improvement in the capabilities of one partner is wel-
comed by the other as this augments the alliance’s capacity to de-
ter a threat; at the same time, however, a partner that grows
stronger also can be a worrying proposition as there is no guaran-
tee that this partner will be friendly tomorrow in the realist world
of international relations. In alliances where a degree of resiliency
has been attained, such insecurity spirals do not occur. If Australia
or Canada were to develop greater force projection capabilities,
this would hardly be perceived as threatening by the United
States. On the other hand, if Japan were to do the same, this might
be welcomed in the context of the alliance, but there also would
exist some trepidation about how this might empower a future
Japan outside the alliance. The more permanent the U.S.-Japan
alliance becomes, the less relevant the latter insecurity becomes.

Second, alliance resiliency can be measured by the absence of
abandonment and entrapment fears. History has shown that a key
dynamic in alliances is the fear of being left out in the cold by an
ally when it comes to one’s security (abandonment); or being
dragged by an ally into a conflict that does not accord with one’s
security interests (entrapment). As Glenn Snyder, an alliance the-
orist, has explained these anxieties of abandonment and entrap-
ment persistently plague alliance commitments, create mutual
mistrust, and in some instances can cause preemptive abroga-
tion.17 In cases of alliance resiliency, such fears do not motivate al-
liance behavior. This is largely because interests and identity
within the alliance have become so tightly intertwined that com-
mitments are perceived as common; moreover, the alliance is per-
ceived as a good in itself.
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Third, resilient alliances are substantively distinct in the
amount of “sharing” that takes place between the parties. This
refers to the nature of information and intelligence exchange that
occurs in the relationship. A clear correlation exists between
American alliances commonly perceived as having some qualities
of alliance permanence (e.g., Canada, Britain, Australia) and the
level of intelligence sharing in the relationships.

Fourth, discrete interests and discourse within the alliance look
different from what we have grown accustomed to seeing. In the
former case, we start on the path to alliance resiliency when na-
tional interests are not delinked vis-à-vis immediate threats. For
example, when the artillery threat faced by the ROK becomes a
security concern for Japan and when the missile threat from the
DPRK is an integral security concern for Seoul. Similarly, civil-
military problems in Okinawa become as great a concern for
Seoul and it is for Tokyo. And historical problems between Japan
and Korea become an integral concern for the United States. In
the latter case, a true precedent was set at the summit between
Kim Dae-jung and Obuchi in 1998. The two leaders changed the
terms of dialogue and identity in the relationship by speaking
about each other’s countries in a wholly new light. Rather than
resurrecting colonial images, Kim talked about how petty it was
to destroy a relationship over a brief period in a much broader
historical relationship. He went on to praise Japan’s peace consti-
tution, overseas development assistance, and nonproliferation
policy. Similarly Obuchi talked about how Korea was a shining
model of the success of democracy and development to be fol-
lowed by others in Asia. The two leaders were changing the terms
of the relationship for the better.

SKEPTICAL?

Skeptics might respond in the following ways: 1) This ivory-tower
vision lacks reality; how can security alliances be based on such in-
tangibles as values and ideals?; 2) Historical antagonism continues
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to plague the alliances (particularly the Japan-Korea leg) and there-
fore mucks up any efforts at consolidation; 3) There is nothing in
current U.S.-Japan-Korea relations that resembles this vision; 4) fi-
nally (and perhaps most cynically), the vision of alliance resiliency
based on “identity” is really a function of common race and lan-
guage which neither the Korea or Japan relationship possess.

A new vision that steps away from the mainstream is bound to
encounter these and other skeptical questions. However, we be-
lieve there are reasonable answers. The vision of future U.S.-
Japan-Korea alliance resiliency is certainly couched in the fuzzy
language of identity and a common values and like-mindedness
on extraregional issues, but at its base, it is still grounded in a
very clear strategic rationale. As noted earlier, this is the cre-
ation of a geostrategic current in East Asia after unification that
favors rather than undermines American, Japanese, and Korean
national interests (and at the same time minimizes downside risk
for China).

Historical animosity will continue to plague Seoul-Tokyo rela-
tions, but we do not see this as a significant impediment. History
will always be a problem in relations between these two peoples.
The problem will never be resolved as it is fundamentally a prob-
lem of historiography which inherently remains contentious. The
correct barometer of Seoul-Tokyo relations therefore is not his-
torical enmity (which remains a constant), but how well the bilat-
eral relationship advances in the economic, political, and security
arenas in spite of this history. And here, the record of success
since the mid-1980s is indisputable. Japan-ROK relations have
sprouted a host of bilateral institutions, ranging from presidential
summits to director-general-level dialogues that were previously
nonexistent in the relationship. These institutions have created
not only familiarity and bureaucratic inclinations toward cooper-
ation, but also a maturing relationship between two democracies.

Skeptics might find the argument for alliance identity incredi-
ble because there is nothing in the present relationship to indicate
this. But that is exactly the point! The absence of such a discus-
sion belies the need for it. Policy experts, foreign policy opinion-
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makers, scholars, and practitioners need to start creating the new
language and identity of this relationship today. It is only by un-
dertaking this effort that the identity of the U.S.-Japan-Korea al-
liance can start to change. Among other things, this means Amer-
ican government officials talking about the meaning of these
alliances in foreign policy audiences that extend beyond Asia. For-
mer U.S. Ambassador to South Korea Stephen Bosworth’s state-
ments offer exemplary attempts at reconstructing the alliance in
ideational terms:

The third element of our relationship is philosophical—our
shared commitment to democratic values and democratic prac-
tice. As Korean democracy has developed strongly in recent
years, democracy has become in a real sense the cement of the
overall relationship.18

Summits among Bill Clinton and Kim Dae-jung and Miyazawa in
1998, while framing the relationships in their traditional anti–
North Korean context, also put forth images of alliances ground-
ed in shared values of liberal democracy and free markets.19 Simi-
larly, President Bush during his Asia trip in 2002 spoke of the alli-
ances’ strength in deterring North Korea, but also in terms of the
deepening and comprehensive partnerships that range out to extra-
regional issues beyond the peninsula. For any who are skeptical
about how this “positive spin” can matter substantively, one need
only look at the June 2000 summit between the two Koreas. A sin-
gle image of the two Korean leaders embracing (for better or
worse) changed virtually overnight how South Koreans viewed
their hated rival and the chance of peace on the peninsula. Words
and images matter profoundly in how we view the world.

Finally, the argument for creating a new identity for the al-
liances is not an argument implicitly about race and culture.
Clearly, the U.S.–Japan and U.S.–Korea alliances are not like the
U.S.–Canada or the U.S.–UK relationships based on a common
race, heritage, and language. The challenge instead is to imagine
a common alliance identity emerging among unlike countries.
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The bonds that reinforce alliance resiliency are not based in such
primordial civilizational variables as race but in common liberal-
democratic values, norms, and institutions that have emerged as
predominant in the 21st century and transcend race. In this sense,
the future resiliency of U.S.–Japan–Korea relations is a function
of modernity, not tradition.

FINAL THOUGHTS

This strategy of trilateral consolidation is not the final solution
for American geostrategic interests in Asia. If anything, it is just
the beginning. The point to be made is that if the United States
holds true to form and continues to react to events in the region
and on the Korean peninsula, rather than getting out in front of
them, we are likely to witness geostrategic currents flowing in a
future direction inimical to U.S. interests as well as that of the re-
gion. Some might welcome such an outcome as the opportunity
for the United States to disengage itself finally from Asia. Ameri-
can economic, political and security interests, we believe, are too
intimately tied with the growth, democratization, and dynamism
of the region to allow us to simply write these interests off. If one
accepts the latter argument, then the imperative for the United
States, we believe, is to shape the future environment by institut-
ing policies and building relationships today that lay the prover-
bial stones in the stream that ensure a geostrategic current favor-
able to both America and its Asian allies in the future.
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